Combining these values with experimental compressibility and thermal expansion coefficients, the anharmonic part of the temperature coefficient has been evaluated and found to contribute about 50% to the total experimental temperature coefficient.
t e e ye-a er type treatment at finite temperatures may be incomplete;
Using formal theory, it can also be argued that this is not unexpected.
We shall show in this paper that the Brooks-Yu theory applied to very accurate band mddels of PbTe and PbSe is only partially successful and that the additional inclusion of generalized Fan type terms might give satisfactory results.
In section II we shall analyze the variation of the gap in PbSe and PbTe with hydrostatic pressure and in section III"
we shall discuss the gap variation with temperature.
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II. Pressure Coefficient
Both pressure and temperatu~e effects appear as second order corrections to the band structure. The most practical.
way to compute these effects is to evaluate directly the derivatives of the energy levels with respect to pressure or temperature.
For the case of hydrostatic pressure we can write for the change of a given electronic level with pressure .
. 1:.
at constant temperature:
where Q is the unit cell volume and 1 ani
is the compressibility of the material which experimentally. 15 The deformation potential is known
be evaluated from band structure data using perturbation theory:
The Hamiltonian we used to calculate the band structures of PbTe and PbSe is based on the pseudopotential scheme and 7 contains the following terms:
The matrix elements of H between plane waves ~ = ~+~ and K' = k+G' and spin sand s' have the form for the kinetic energy:
for the local pseudopotential: depending on the atomic radial functions R~,t(r) and on spherical Bessel functions j 1 (Kr).
The quantity <sl~ls> represents the usual spin matrix element.
Assuming the eigensolution for the energy E to be given by n the following pseudo-wavefunction Table 2 we present the experimental and calculated energies for the gap at 1 between 1(5) and 1(6) and the energy differences between a secondary valence maximum E (5) A detailed analysis shows that the negative coefficient arises from the anomalously strong deformation potential of ~he 1(5) valence level.
Separating the contributions arising from the kinetic energy term and the potential terms we note the ddminant role of the kinetic energy part (see Table 3 ). Its contributions however, are quite comparable for valence and conduction bahds in PbTe and to a somewhat less extent in PbSe. Table 3 .
III. Temperature Coefficient
In a similar approach to the pressure case which gives Eq. (1), the change of an electronic level with temperatu~e under constant pressure can be written as:
a En I -1 an I aE I aE I ~ P -n aT P . n ann T + aT n V
The net change of E arises from two contributions: an n anharmonic lattice part given by the product of the thermal expansion coefficient a = 3~ ~~lp and a deformation potential 3En 3Q a-n-IT and from an electron-phonon interaction term 3En
arlv· The first term can easily be computed knowing the 3En deformation potential Q an-,from the pressure coefficient calculations (see Table 3 ) and the thermal expansion coefficients a from experiment. band maximum at t takes over the role· of the topmost valence band at these temperatures and that it moves parallel to the first conduction band L(6) with further increasing temperature. This model however, would suggest that the -12-·character of the L:(S) states resembles the character of the L(6) states, which is not found in our calculations (see Table 3 ).
Nevertheless the suggested model can neither be ruled out nor be confirmed unless an accurate calculation of the electron-pponon interaction for states at E has been performed.
We shall now discuss possible approximations to the electron-phonon term of Eq. (13 
or expanding H' 1n powers of 6~SI.,a we get
The ch~nge of energy, accurate to second order in the displacement is then given by
for an arbitrary set of atomic displacements {6R 0 } . We -;v,a now assume that the temperature dependent energy shift 6E (k,T) is obtained by thermally averaging·over the products n -.
of the atomic displacements.
The first term, which is a first order perturbation term of a two-phonon process corresponds to the instantaneous 
where we assumed the linear temperature dependence of ·.<oR 2 T> = T·F . Equation (19) can conveniently be written
1n order to emphasize the different contributions from different atoms a. The Debye-Waller "deformation" potentials aE /a<oR 2 > are listed in Table 4 . Only contributions £or· We like to add that earlier calculations 6 , 11 of the temperature effect on the band gap based on band ·structures with "PbSe band-ordering" also gave a positive coefficient.
We believe that this was due to the use of different local pseudopotentials and to the includiori of non-local and spin-orbit terms into the Debye-Waller-type calculation~
Since the present band structures can be considered to be highly accurate e.g. they accurately reproduce gaps, effective masses, photoemission data 7 and various optical measurements 8 in an energy range from 0 eV to about 30 eV, we may conclude from our results that the effect of temperature on electronic . 13 levels is not sufficiently described by the Brooks-Yu theory.
.. with the argument, that the energy denominator iri (15) would be large enough to make the inter-band terms with n.~ n' negligible for the semiconductors he considered.
Within this approximation the Fan-term al~ays decre~ses ~-··-
the gap and thus would only deteriorate the situation·for PbSe.
In the lead salts however, t.he bar1d gaps are relatively small and as already pointed out by Keffer et a1. 11 the (positive) inter-band terms might overcompensate the (negative) intra-band terms.
Expanding the atomic displacements 6~l,a in phonon coordinates and considering the Bloch-character of the electronic wavefunctions we can write the second term of Eq. (15) as:
n' nnwhere we have neglected the phonon energy in the energy 
Here
Gu is a reciprocal lattice vector such that Q falls inside · the first Brillouin zone wQj is the phonon frequency of the This introduces some arbitrariness especially for higher arguments (the results are proportional to g·v 1 <Jgl>>. However, in comparing.the results for PbSe and for PbTe these effects should be unimportant.
In Table 5 we list some typical deformation potentials Z obtained from intra-valley and inter-valley scattering. The values Z are defined for given k and k~ through the relation
xr-. 
IV. Conclusions
The pressure coefficient of the sm9-llest gap at L in PbSe and PbTe has been calculated on the basis of recent
highly accurate pseudopotential band-structure models. '
. .. , .
The experimental values for aEg/aPIT can be re~r6duc~d assuming reasonable slopes of the form factor curves VL<I~I). The potentials are given in rydbergs and G in units of 2rr/a, where a is the lattice parameter. Table 2 . Experimental (compiled in ref. Table 1 
